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This colorful series takes DK's classic touch-and-feel formula and presents it in an all-new

baby-friendly format. With padded covers, simple images, and an amazing range of novelty

textures, Baby Touch and Feel books will immediately capture the attention of the very youngest

children, and create an experience they'll want to repeat over and over again.  Features a fire truck

with glittering lights, a cement mixer with shiny stripes, and other cool trucks!
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This is a great book! My 1 year old son loves it. The "touch and feel" textures are really cool, too.

They have unfamiliar materials (for a toddler, anyway) such as corrugated cardboard and velcro for

different parts of the trucks. Great for sensory input and exploration. The simple word design is

particulary attractive to young children with short attention spans. This is a must-have for any parent

with a toddler who loves trucks!

A very cute and nice board book for my little guy. Problem being the touch and feel pages as in the

'things that go' book, have too many shiny fill in pages between the cool pages. We don't think the

concrete mixer and shiny parts on the fire truck are interesting or cool at all. I think it takes away

from the book some. That's too bad. Could have been great

We ordered several "truck" books at one time. This was our favorite. It has wonderful textures and



attractive pictures. Very baby friendly!

Really disappointed with this book. I bought it because I want a Touch and Feel book. I want

textures and different things for my son to be able to feel on each page. At least half of the trucks on

these pages have NO touch or feel elements, they just have a part that is shiny. I didn't buy a look

and shine book. The pages that do have a texture, the texture is tiny. This is not at all what I was

expecting. The pictures of trucks are just fine, but when I buy a book called Touch and Feel, I'm

really needing to see lots of touchy and feely stuff. Not recommended.

this is a nice book with bright colors, plain background and clear pictures. The size is perfect for little

hands and it is sturdy enough to survive being kicked, bite, step on , thrown ...My baby loves cars

and trucks , he even has his favorite picture .But just a warning , the title of this book is misleading

because there is very little to touch . most pictures have shiny or sparkly paper but just 3 or 4 have

texture and they don't cover much area.In my case it didn't matter much because my kid really

enjoys the book but when I bought it was expecting more textures .

Bought this book for my 2 year old foster son. I would not recommend this book to anyone. First, it's

quality is poor. Second, the 'textures' are almost nonexistent.The few holes or 'areas' there are to

actually feel are extremely small. Most of the textures are just a small shiny area that you really

have to tip the book to see. If you can find it in a dollar store, or better yet, a garage sale, go for it,

but paying full price on here was just a huge disappointment.

This truck book is super cute. Has a variety of surfaces to feel and a great assortment of vehicles.

Gave it as a gift to the little boy I nanny and he loves it. He turned 1 a month ago. Great line of

books and plan to purchase more in the series.

This book isn't as "touch and feel" as I was expecting. There are a few textural variations, but

they're minimal and not very pronounced. Aside from that, my son really like flipping through the

book and doesn't seem to mind that lack of a "touch and feel" quality.
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